In this paper we present a history dependent transfer function (HDTF) as a possible approach to enable improved haptic feature detection in high dynamic range (HDR) volume data. The HDTF is a multi-dimensional transfer function that uses the recent force history as a selection criterion to switch between transfer functions, thereby adapting to the explored force range.
attractive forces when the ligand approaches an optimal distance to the protein surface, to strong repulsive forces from the interpenetration of the atoms' electron clouds when the ligand is moved too close to the surface. The high dynamic range (HDR) property of the forces constitutes a key challenge in the design of the haptic feedback system. The energetic potentials around the protein are often represented in volumetric potential grid maps from which the forces are calculated.
The forces derived from volumetric datasets are usually mapped to the output force range of the haptic device through a transfer function (TF). It has been pointed out in several studies that a satisfactory mapping is not trivial to achieve [15, 8, 13] . In particular, achieving full feature detection capacity across the entire range of forces is a challenge, an issue also noted in previous work [12, 4, 25, 6, 21] . It seems that more research on TF design is required, as suggested by [15] 
: "The state-of-the-art in haptics research does not provide general guidelines on how to design haptic transfer functions that can aid the user of a data perceptualization system to perform a task well."
In this study, we present and evaluate a possible solution to the HDR-related problems encountered in haptic perceptualization of HDR volumetric data. Using a History Dependent Transfer Function (HDTF), which is a multi-dimensional TF that adapts the force output based on the recent history of encountered forces, the possibility of feature detection over large force ranges is increased. In the case of an ordinary static TF, it is possible to optimize the TF for sensitivity in a limited range of forces, but this will be accompanied by a corresponding loss of resolution in some other region. Our results indicate that the HDTF approach overcomes this limitation, potentially making it more suitable for haptic interaction with HDR volumetric data.
The main contributions of this study are the application of a multi-dimensional transfer function, the HDTF, to the field of haptics, and the demonstration of this concept's potential for improved feature detection in HDR data. Thereby, this study is a contribution to the search for transfer function designs that aid data perceptualization.
HAPTICS AND HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE DATA
Some types of volume data contain very high differences between their lowest and highest values, that is, they have a very high dynamic range. If the data's interesting features are known beforehand to be within a very limited part of the total range, then a normal transfer function adapted to that range is probably sufficient. Otherwise it might be impossible to design a single static TF that allows feature discrimination across the entire range. We here bring up issues regarding haptic HDR perceptualization that, to our knowledge, have not been discussed in previous research.
One such issue is to make the entire HDR accessible through the available force output range of the haptic device. Most likely, conThird Joint Eurohaptics Conference and Symposium on Haptic Interfaces for Virtual Environment and Teleoperator Systems Salt Lake City, UT, USA, March [18] [19] [20] 2009 veying the HDR is constrained by the maximum force output of the device. Also, the limitations of human perception need consideration. Even if the haptic device can deliver forces with high resolution, it is not certain that humans are able to perceive the differences through the sense of touch. Research on just noticeable differences (JND) in force has shown that a difference between forces of 10%-14% is required for distinction [1, 16] . Those studies were, however, based on forces felt in succession, and not continuous probing as is common with haptic volume rendering (HVR). Still, it is an indication of the limitations of haptic perception.
RELATED WORK
Protein-ligand docking through a virtual and haptic environment is a previously explored concept. The most well known example is probably the GROPE project, started at UNC Chapel Hill as early as the 1960's [5] . The GROPE project used volumetric grid maps to calculate the protein-ligand interaction force, and several subsequent systems have implemented similar techniques to enable haptic exploration of molecular data [19, 20, 23, 11, 4, 21] . Application of potential grid maps for docking has been validated through their use with automated docking systems in which a global energy minimization procedure is run, searching for the configuration that gives the ligand the lowest potential. AutoDock [7, 18, 17] is an example of an automated docking system, and it also produces the potential grid maps read by the Chemical Force Feedback (CFF) system, a haptic docking system presented in our previous research [4] . The CFF system was evaluated in the setting of a university course on biomolecular interactions and was found to influence how the students reasoned about the way molecules interact. In CFF, a static 1D transfer function was implemented to map the molecular force to the output of the haptic device.
Transfer functions have been extensively studied within graphical direct volume rendering (DVR). The basic functionality of the TFs is to decide coloration and transparency for different voxels, based on their data values. Different approaches have been developed also for multi-dimensional TFs in graphical DVR, using the TFs to enhance features in the data [9, 10] .
In HVR, also called haptic DVR, transfer functions have become a common way to haptically perceptualize features in volumetric data. Two early examples using this approach are [2, 3] . To date, force TFs have been one-dimensional (ℜ → ℜ), although they are sometimes combined to generate the final force output [8, 14, 13] . For example, one transfer function can control strength and another friction before the TFs' outputs are combined in accordance with a chosen force feedback model.
The study presented in [15] is one of the rare publications where the impact of different transfer functions on HVR is examined. In the study, which is based around a molecular docking example, two TFs are tested, one giving a hard surface experience on molecular contact, and one conveying a softer contact. Results did not show a statistical significance in favor of either transfer function. There was, however, a trend towards better accuracy using the soft contact version.
Despite the frequent use of transfer functions for haptic exploration of volumetric data, the design and utility of transfer functions in haptics has received much less attention than in graphical DVR. To our knowledge, there has been no research published in the area of haptic data exploration on either multi-dimensional transfer functions, or anything similar to a history dependent transfer function. Neither have we found publications illuminating the issue of using haptics to examine high dynamic range volume data.
METHOD
In our previous work [4] (see section 3), we used a static transfer function with non-linear transfer in the lower region of the force domain and linear transfer above a threshold magnitude of the input force (see equations [1] [2] [3] . Through this TF, hereafter referred to as the static square to linear transfer function or the static TF, the weak interactions are amplified while the strong interactions are still kept distinct. In this section we will first describe the square to linear transfer function in detail, followed by a description of the principles behind the history dependent transfer function. The latter parts of this section presents the evaluation-oriented design of test data sets and tasks, and how these were used to compare the feature detection performance of the HDTF against the static TF.
Static Square to Linear Transfer Function
After extensive testing of different static transfer functions, using qualitative assessments from experts in the biomolecular life sciences, the square to linear model was initially chosen for the CFF protein-ligand docking system [4] . The assessments stated that the transfer function produced acceptable force feedback and was easy to setup.
A suitable force domain must be defined for the static transfer function. In the case of protein-ligand docking the domain maximum (D max ) can be estimated either by manual exploration around a likely docking site, or by using the ligand structure for a regular sampling of the volumetric grid. In this work a domain of (0 ≤ x ≤ D max ) is used. The transfer function is designed to give a zero output force for a zero input force, a seemingly intuitive mapping considering the close coupling to a physical force phenomena in the docking case. The non-linear part of the TF is defined as:
Where y a is the maximum of f and x a is where in the domain that maximum occurs. The cutoff between the f -function and the linear part is controlled by the parameter x b . After testing several different protein-ligand datasets in the static TF development process, it was determined from the experts' assessments that this parameter functions acceptably when set to approximately cover the lower 1%-15% of the domain. The linear part of the TF is defined as:
Where y b is the g maximum value (at D max ). Equations 1 and 2 are combined into the complete static transfer function as:
The function defined in equation 1 describes a curve and has roots at zero and 2x a . By changing the parameters x a and y a the function's maximum and the rate of increase are easy to control. For values above x b the transfer function turns into a linear function as described by equation 2. Normally the parameters x a and x b are equal, making the function go linear at the maximum of f , although that is not a requirement. For input values exceeding the domain (D max ) of the transfer function, the output value at the maximum of the domain will be used. Since there is no such thing as a negative magnitude of a force vector, the TF has no negative values. In our implementation the following requirements must also be fulfilled:
History Dependent Transfer Function
Surveys administered to students in connection with the work presented in [4] indicated that the static square to linear TF performed reasonably, although there were suggestions that it could be improved. Some students expected a stronger guidance in the docking process, and while they claimed to be satisfied with the forces delivered in the upper parts of the force domain, their comments especially contained criticism on the experience in the lower parts of the domain that cover the weaker intermolecular interactions. Setting the transfer function to a high sensitivity in the lower domain can, however, cause other problems. One consequence is that as repulsive forces will increase over a shorter distance when the ligand is moved towards the protein surface, the surface will appear to have been moved outwards. Also, because the ligand binding sites are usually located in a pocket on the protein surface, and as the volume accessible for the ligand will be decreased with a higher sensitivity, the binding site might be rendered inaccessible if the passage into the binding site is narrow. A partial closing of the pathway to the binding site is a common phenomenon, for example in the ultra-high affinity binding interaction between the vitamin biotin and the protein streptavidin [22] . The history dependent transfer function was developed to improve the total force experience without constraining the utility of the system. An HDTF can adapt to the currently explored part of the force domain. Thereby an HDTF has the ability to benefit from using more of the haptic device's force output range to represent the range of the data in the local environment of the probe. An alternative approach could be to perform a sampling around the probe, and adjust the transfer function settings based on some criteria applied from the sampling results. The development of this alternative solution and a possible comparative study will be left for future work.
The HDTF produces a force output magnitude (F out ) based on the current input force magnitude (F in ) and the input force history (F acc ). This means that the transfer function is two-dimensional, producing an ℜ 2 → ℜ mapping where one dimension is input force derived from the data, and the other is the value of accumulated input force magnitudes over a set time window, see figure 1.
On HDTF initialization a set number of 1D transfer functions are generated and distributed evenly along the F acc axis, connecting a single transfer function to a segment on the F acc domain. At runtime, the TF corresponding to the current accumulated force will be selected from the HDTF lookup table and set as active to deliver the adapted force output. Switching between TFs was set to occur with an interval matching the accumulation time window. Applying transfer function switching at high rates, for example at the approximate 1000Hz of the haptic loop, introduces a risk of instability in the force feedback. These instabilities could arise if there are dramatic changes in output force as a result of switching between two TFs with widely different settings. Accumulation time windows in the order of 1-3 seconds have been successfully used in prelimi- nary tests, and a window of 1.5 seconds was chosen for the tests presented in this paper (see section 4.3).
Since the evaluation presented in the present work (see section 4.4) related to the application area of protein-ligand docking, an adaptation of the previously developed and tested static TF was chosen for the HDTF example. This HDTF uses progressively larger fractions of the total F in -domain, so that TFs that are active for low accumulated forces are set to cover a part of the lower domain while still using the full range of the HDTF's force output, see figure 1 . For a large F acc , the transfer functions cover a larger part of the total domain, and the threshold x a , x b (see equation 3) is adjusted accordingly, resulting in a TF that enables differentiation between features in higher parts of the domain, nevertheless benefiting somewhat from the non-linear part of the TF if moving too rapidly into an area of weaker forces.
Following the manner of the static TF, input values exceeding the domain (D max ) of the active transfer function produces the output of the current D max . If using the mapping of higher output forces for higher inputs, this means that when a TF adapted to weak input forces is used, atom surfaces (high potential gradients) are still experienced as hard.
The transfer functions shown in figure 2 indicate how the HDTF may improve feature detection and require less TF parameter adjustments. The example presented here is based on the static transfer function described in section 4.1, albeit the concepts could be applicable to other cases of static transfer functions. Examining figure 2 , the red solid line illustrates a normal static transfer function and the green dashed line and the blue dotted line illustrate two different transfer functions of the HDTF in this example. While the static transfer function might enable a user to distinguish features in the lower parts of the domain, and also when F in differs enough between samples in the higher parts of the domain, it does not perform as well as the HDTF once the static TF enters its linear segment. It can be seen that for two close F in in the part of the domain where the static TF is linear and all the TFs overlap, the difference in force output is greater in both HDTF cases, thereby making features in the data easier to perceive. The level of difference required for feature detection when working with continuous exploration of volumetric data will be left for future work, although the work on JND might provide an indication (see section 2). Using an HDTF with transfer functions partially overlapping in the domain makes it more likely to have a well adapted TF active. Although TF setup is still an important part of the process, with the HDTF the system might become less dependent on manual fine tuning of the transfer function to ensure that sought features can be found.
Test System for Evaluation of the HDTF
To establish if the HDTF can deliver the predicted level of functionality in improved feature detection, an experimental test system was developed. In this system, test subjects interact with potential field volumes containing structural features consisting of distinct variations in an otherwise homogeneous field. The external boundaries of each structure have the shape of a block, and each block contains two internal boundaries, see figure 3 . Two volumes were used, differing in the number of blocks and in the specific nature of the structure-defining potential field variations. In one type of field, later referred to as DISC, structural boundaries were constructed strictly by introducing discontinuities in the potential fields. Each structure was made by positioning a large block of positive potential in a surrounding field with zero potential, and an internal structure was similarly created by changing the potential field value in a corner of the large block to a different value, thereby introducing two additional discontinuities in the block. Two such large blocks with different potential values were positioned in the volumetric grid. One block contained potential values resulting in a very low force, and the other block yielded a large force magnitude.
In the other field type, later referred to as GRAD, the structural boundaries consisted of both discontinuities and changes between different gradients in the potential field. A single large block was positioned in the volume, also bounded on all sides by discontinuities in the potential. The potentials inside the block increased along the Z-direction, giving a constant F in . Internal structure was created by introducing a greater potential increase, forming a corner sub-block, see the plane in figure 3 . Table 1 contains a summary of the potentials used in the test fields. Since part of the background to the development of the HDTF lies in its use within interactive virtual molecular docking, the potential field values in the test system were chosen to yield F in magnitudes within a realistic range in relation to a typical proteinligand docking task, in this case docking of L-fucose (a carbohydrate molecule) to a lectin protein from the fungus Aleuria aurantia (AAL) [24] . The range of the AAL potentials presented in table 1 are significantly higher than those in the test fields because some grid points are very close to the center of atoms in the protein. However, the highest parts of these potentials are not relevant for the docking case as they represent almost complete overlap of atoms. Instead, the potential range for the test cases was determined by extensive manual probing during a docking to AAL and should thereby provide a reasonable comparison to a real docking case.
Since a previously identified issue was the exploration in the lower parts of the potential range, it was decided that the static transfer function should be very steep and have a high resolution. Thus, the static TF was given conditions that should allow for detection of features in the low potentials, see table 2.
The high number of data points in the transfer function is needed to get a reasonable density in the part of the static TF that transfer the fine-grained weak forces, while still covering such a large force domain. This is especially apparent in the non-linear segment, otherwise the number of samples in that region would be inadequate, even though values are interpolated on transfer. A consequence of the high number of samples in this example is a large number of redundant data points in the linear part of the transfer function, where a linear interpolation would suffice.
The test system is less complex than real docking cases. A single point probe is used to interact with potential fields of low complexity. This can be compared to protein-ligand docking, where the force experienced is determined by the sum of the forces on each atom in the ligand (commonly containing 5-20 atoms), and the potential fields are highly non-linear. The visual scene in the test system is also simplified, only containing a cube made up by red lines indicating the potential grid's bounding box, and a short bar representing the point probe. The block structures are not rendered visually. In the docking case, the scene consists of the protein which can be displayed using a set of representational modes, and the ligand visualized using a stick model (see figure 3 ).
Evaluation
The HDTF was evaluated using artificial test data and in a realistic application example. For the artificial data, a set of tasks were designed to test whether subjects could detect features in the data, both in the low and in the high range of force magnitudes and using both the static TF and the HDTF. A detailed set of instructions was used to make the experience as similar as possible between test subjects, and the tests were supervised to ensure that the subjects followed the test instructions.
The subjects were instructed to use the CFF system, in a semiimmersive desktop workbench with stereo graphics and a SensAble Technologies PHANTOM Desktop haptic device, to locate an ob-ject in the potential field volume and examine its shape and size. Then they were instructed to slowly move the probe through the object from the back of the block towards themselves, and to report if they could detect any internal structures. This procedure was repeated on both the right and the left half of the block, and they decided themselves which side to start with. Thus the subjects moved the probe across a block in the volume that contained an internal boundary in one half, and no internal boundary in the other half. In the case of the potential field that contained two blocks (DISC), they were instructed to repeat the procedure for the second block.
Combining the two types of potential field volumes and the two types of TFs (the static transfer function will be referred to as STF) yields four different test conditions: DISC/HDTF, DISC/STF, GRAD/HDTF, and GRAD/STF. Because the order of the conditions might introduce biases in the form of learning effects, haptic after effects and fatigue, the sequence of test conditions was varied between subjects. A reduced set of the 4! = 24 possible permutations was used, consisting of 16 task sequences in which the field type was changed between the first and the second task. For example, if the first test involved the DISC potential field, then the second test involved the GRAD potential field. Thus, each test subject experienced at least two switches in potential field type over the four tasks. This was done to minimize potential order effects for a limited number of test subjects (less than 24).
Data on the subjects' performance on the tasks described above were collected using an observation approach. In the instructions for the tasks, the subjects were asked to make verbal responses to the monitoring researcher. Specifically, they were asked to indicate if they could detect any internal structure in the blocks, and the responses were recorded manually by the researcher. The time required to complete each task was also recorded, but the subjects were informed of the fact that there were no time limitations. After collecting the data, the response for each block was coded as a successful feature detection if the internal structure was correctly detected, or unsuccessful if detection failed. If a subject reported an internal structure in both halves of the block, the response was coded as successful if indicating a more distinct structure in the part of the block corresponding to the true position of the internal structure, otherwise it was coded as unsuccessful.
A survey was performed to gather additional data about the subjects and their experiences in performing the tasks. Background information was collected about each subject's age, sex and previous experience using haptic devices. Further queries concerned difficulties in performing the tasks, understanding the instructions, if there were technical problems with the haptic device or the visual display, and the subjects' overall attitudes to using the system. The test tasks with the artificial data were performed by 16 volunteering subjects recruited from various sources. A majority were employees of the Department of Science and Technology at Linköping University, but some external test subjects were also involved. There were 4 females and 12 males, and the age span was between 25 and 58, with a mean age of 33. The subjects varied a lot with respect to their experience level of using haptics, ranging from those trying haptics for the first time to experts with several years of experience. A heterogeneous test group, containing subjects of different ages and experience levels, could be beneficial as the HDTF potentially has a wide variety of application areas and end users.
As a realistic application test of the HDTF, a protein-ligand docking task was performed by three additional subjects, all biochemistry experts from Linköping University. They were asked to dock an L-fucose ligand to a binding site on a lectin protein (AAL, see section 4.3) [24] . An informal interview was conducted during the task to probe the users for their experience of the docking application, giving a qualitative insight into the potential value of the HDTF for protein-ligand docking tasks.
RESULTS
In general, the test subjects considered the test experience to be positive, and there were very few technical problems or difficulties in performing the tasks. In the cases where problems were reported, some related to minor problems with stereo vision, and others concerned slight vibrations at the boundaries of the blocks in the test tasks. This kind of instability at higher forces is a well known artifact in non-proxy based volume haptics, and all subjects were still able to complete all tasks. The time taken to complete the tasks varied among test subjects, between 8 and 29 minutes, with a mean value of 14 minutes. Most likely, the subjects performed the tasks in a comfortable tempo and did not experience a time pressure, as indicated by the large variation in time.
For the DISC/HDTF condition, feature detection was achieved by all subjects. Similarly, in the DISC/STF condition, feature detection was accomplished by all subjects in the high range of force magnitude, and by a majority (13/16) in the low range of force magnitude. In the GRAD/STF condition, only two subjects reported feature detection. Interestingly, these subjects falsely found features in both parts of the block. These two cases were the only false positive responses encountered. As one subject reported a stronger feature in the correct part, using the coding scheme (see section 4.4) this detection was coded as successful and the other subject's as unsuccessful. By contrast, all 16 subjects correctly detected the feature in the GRAD/HDTF condition.
The expert panel contributed information about the performance of the HDTF in a real, complex docking situation. They found the docking task to be a positive experience, and did not report any negative effects of the HDTF. The relatively weak attractive forces were readily detected, and in general their experience of the force feedback compared well with their expectations. One aspect of the system was reported to deviate from their expectations, in that it does not provide a feature that facilitates the final adjustments of the ligand's orientation to obtain a perfect docking. This was due to the lack of torque feedback, a feature which is implemented in the application but requires a six degrees of freedom haptic device. It was noted that, when the ligand was pushed against the wall of the protein for some time, the HDTF adapted as predicted and allowed a temporary interpenetration of the atoms in the ligand and the protein surface, accompanied by a corresponding temporary decrease in sensitivity towards the weak attractive forces.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented the principles of a History Dependent Transfer Function for haptic volume rendering and demonstrated its application to high dynamic range data in the area of haptic protein-ligand docking. Feature detection tests have been performed with positive results, indicating that the HDTF improves the ability of feature detection in the volume data as compared to a static transfer function covering the same range.
The HDTF also performed well in a realistic haptic docking, and allowed both examination of weak attractive forces and movement through high-force trajectories. The latter feature means that a wide range of protein-ligand binding systems with partially closed binding sites have been made available for potential use in haptic docking systems with rigid protein models, without sacrificing sensitivity in the low force range.
Some subjects were unable to detect the low force feature in the DISC/STF condition, while all subjects managed this in the DISC/HDTF condition. This is likely an effect of the HDTF's adaptability, giving a slightly higher sensitivity in this range with the current parameter settings. Using the GRAD field, the success rate in feature detection was clearly in favor of the HDTF. This indicates that when using the HDTF a higher sensitivity can be achieved in the low as well as in the intermediate range of force magnitudes. If adapted to enhance differences in the high range, the HDTF seems likely to reach the same results in that part of the force domain. Thus, an HDTF is efficient over a larger dynamic range compared with a static transfer function, allowing the opposing requirements of high sensitivity in widely differing force magnitude ranges to be accommodated in one force feedback system.
Moving rapidly between areas giving low F in and areas with high F in will result in an intermediate F acc , thereby activating a TF that may not be optimal (or appropriate) for transfer of the current F in . Also, discontinuities in the force feedback might be perceived if switching occurs between two widely different TFs. However, no effects arising from these potential drawbacks of the HDTF have been noted by the test subjects. This seems to indicate that if presented with proper instructions, making the user aware of this effect, and with human fine-grain searches naturally being carried out slowly, the force accumulation principle works well.
Although the example described in the present work is focused around a case using a specific static transfer function and its subsequent use in a history dependent transfer function, the application of the HDTF model is general and can be used to switch between arbitrary transfer functions based on any numerically based switching criteria. For example, an HDTF can be designed using identically shaped TFs, thereby retaining the same slope as TFs adapted for different regions of the F in domain are activated.
There is a lack of published research about multi-dimensional transfer functions in volume haptics, a research area with growth potential considering the amount of publications about TFs in graphical volume rendering. Being speculative, one reason for this difference can be that graphical volume rendering has grown dramatically and matured as a research field, whereas research on haptic exploration of volumetric data still has a long way to go.
Further research concerning transfer functions and HVR is needed if connections between feature detection, limitations in human perception and haptic equipment are to be fully understood. For example, the force ranges optimal for human feature detection could be investigated to establish if there are benefits in mapping data to certain output ranges of the haptic devices. The two false feature detections reported could be a result of influence on force perception from factors other than the actual force fed through the device. Also, further development and comparisons of multidimensional and adaptive transfer functions could contribute to the HVR field as it has to the progress of the graphical DVR field.
